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Students’ hopes of sleeping in Friday, Sept. 11 were dashed when they learned classes were not cancelled.

The story behind
the fake email
Cassidy Grom
News Co-Editor

Thursday, Sept. 10, a mysterious sender named RJ Wiley issued a mass email
cancelling the next morning’s classes.
RJ—a reference to an “Over the Hedge”
character known for his conniving tendencies—was actually a student.
This anonymous student, referred to in
this story as “RJ,” said the email hoax had
been pre-planned; he was just waiting for
the right opportunity to send it.
Over the summer, RJ noticed an email
concerning fall billing mistakenly included over two thousand students, staff and

faculty in the “to” field, essentially handing
out a contact list for the entire campus.
RJ formatted the email list, created a
Gmail account and found a marketing
service to send a mass email. He performed all of these actions off-campus.
He sent a few test emails, then waited
for the perfect opportunity.
“One of (my and my friends’) ideas was
to send an email saying dinner was starting 30 minutes late so everyone would
show up at dinner at 5:30 instead of 5,”
RJ said.
On Thursday, one of RJ’s friends mentioned the boil water advisory in passing.
RJ decided it was time to act.
He was off-campus when he hit the
“send” button. Students read the email,

Blocked
Taylor’s Wi-Fi filter keeps the
network safe, even though
it can be inconvenient
Becca Robb
News Co-Editor

She needs new underwear, and she
needs it now. But instead of finding
the perfect fit from Victoria’s Secret,
she finds herself stuck on a “Blocked
Domain” page.
For over 15 years, Taylor has used
web filtering to supervise web content on campus Wi-Fi. Taylor’s
administration decided to start filtering once the residence halls were
outfitted with wireless internet.
When it comes to Victoria’s Secret
and other blocked websites, Chief
Information Officer Rob Linehan
pointed to the LTC as the main reason for filtering.
“It’s really a community decision,”
said Linehan. “It’s just to honestly
help people with their accountability. You can always use an unfiltered
PC in the library.”
Taylor subscribes to a filtering service called OpenDNS, which sorts
websites into various categories, such
as gambling, pornography and peerto-peer. Taylor then chooses which of
the categories to filter.
Linehan, T.R. Knight and Steve
Elwood from Information Technology (IT) review any requests
to unfilter websites. Their first
step is to check the site’s category
on OpenDNS.
“If it’s categorized as nudity or
gambling or something, we don’t review it,” said Knight, Director of Enterprise Infrastructure. “We leave

that to the company that we’re paying this subscription. If (a category
label) comes up that seems incorrect . . . then we would review it
and decide.”
Not only does the filter block out inappropriate websites, but it also maintains an antivirus system. Students
with malware on their computers
pose a security risk by potentially giving hackers a door into Taylor’s system.
“Occasionally when students are
coming back from the summer, they’ll

many sighing in relief that their early
morning classes were cancelled.
Associate Kinesiology Professor
Matt Renfrow received an email from
senior Victoria Baus. She was concerned about turning in her paper on
time because she thought her 8 a.m.
class was cancelled.
Renfrow checked his email for the announcement. Nothing. He checked his
junk mail. Again, nothing. Baus forwarded him the hoax email. To Renfrow, cancelling classes seemed reasonable. After all,
Upland was under a boil water advisory.
Friday morning, students in Renfrow’s Physical Fitness Prescription class
showed up, but Renfrow was not there.
He had gone to bed and missed the

emails correcting the hoax.
RJ expressed regret for causing the
inconvenience.
“(I) never expected it to have as big
of an impact as it did and it never intended to waste any time or cause
them trouble,” he said. “That is why
we only cancelled morning classes and
we said check your email frequently.
We expected Taylor to get ahold of it
anyway and send a letter to repeal that
classes had been cancelled.”
Minutes after the email was sent, text
messages buzzed across campus. Students had noticed that the message came
from a Gmail account, not the official
announcements@taylor.edu account.

find that their computers have been
infected with a trojan or a botnet or
something,” said Infrastructure Service Manager Elwood. “OpenDNS
helps to block that.”
But the filter is not all-encompassing. Elwood said students have always
found ways to get around the filter,
from switching on their 4G networks
to using dial-up in the early 2000s.
When students abuse the system,
both the students and their hall director are notified. Students are immediately blocked from visiting any
non-Taylor website until they contact
their hall director and remove the offending application.
“That conversation feels important,” said Olson Hall director Lisa Barber. “I haven’t had many. But it also

feels like some people didn’t know.”
Recently, an app called Popcorn
Time has generated malware woes
for several Taylor students. Popcorn Time allows users to watch
movies or TV shows for free, but
certain items are illegal and may
incur consequences.
“The movie industry is starting
to sue individuals using Popcorn
Time,” Elwood said. “They’re actually going out to universities and
saying, ‘I want to know who that is,
because we have a lawsuit that is
pending against them now’ . . . We
really don’t want that happening to
our students.”
Cassidy Grom contributed to the
reporting for this article.
echo@taylor.edu

Hoaxing continues on page 2
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A familiar sight for Taylor students surfing the web.
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Within a few hours, officials sent out a
correction announcing that classes were
to continue as usual.
RJ had made a vital mistake. The
Gmail account was not secure and he
had sent a test email to his own Taylor
email account.
A second student, in this article known
as “George,” hacked into the account.
“Google is really nice to people who

‘forget’ their passwords,” George said.
“You can easily ask for a password reset. Google will ask some simple information which could all be answered
from inference.”
George assumed the account had been
created in September and that it had been
accessed on the day the hoax email was
sent out.
He gained access to the tuannouncements@gmail.com account, changed

the password, and created a two-factor
authorization, effectively locking RJ and
everyone else out.
“The hoax was done poorly enough
that I wanted to unmask who had done
it,” George said.
George discovered that RJ had sent test
emails to RJ’s private email nine days prior to the hoax.
He wanted to know who sent the fake
announcement but didn’t want to “totally

Starting block or

writer’s block?
The Academic Coaching
Center joins the team
Natalie Nohr
Contributor

On Monday, the Writing Center’s Academic Coaching Center opened in
the KSAC.
Located in KSAC 105, the new
Coaching Center can be used for
meeting with Academic Enrichment
tutors or Writing Center consultants,
and for personal study space.
“We think it will be a much more
convenient space especially for student athletes since a lot of them
can’t make it back over to the library
between practice and meals,” said
Kelsey Mitchener, assistant director
of the Writing Center.
Mitchener stated that the idea behind the addition of the Coaching
Center was to better accommodate
the lives of student athletes.
“(The Academic Coaching Center) is right (in the KSAC), and a lot
of students study in that space anyway . . . so we think that it’ll be easier
for them to pop in and get help when
they need it,” Mitchener said. “And it
opens a couple new hours. . . . We have
such a large freshman class this year
that we’ve added more hours to our
schedule.”
Freshman cross country runner Micah Bragg believes that the Coaching
Center will encourage athletes to take
advantage of the new Writing Center

services simply by being in the KSAC.
“The Center will be there, staring them in the face every day as
they walk into practice, reminding
them to use it,” Bragg said. “The recognition it gives to athletes for their
hard work and long hours of practice inspires us to be truly successful student athletes.”
According to Mitchener, the Writing Center has also added student
consultants with athletic backgrounds who can relate to other

student athletes.
With these additions, students
can now sort their consultants
by specialty.
“When you sign up online on taylor.mywconline.com, you have the
option to sort your tutors by focus
area or specialty. So you can see a
tutor that focuses on expository
papers or loves to work with APA,”
Mitchener said. “You don’t have
to do it that way, but if you really
wanted to work on brainstorming,

“When students come to college, 90 percent
of (them) have come out of the five paragraph
writing thing.”
Starting block or writer’s block?
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ruin the fun” by revealing RJ’s identity to
the administration.
“Originally I was a little worried because obviously they found out who
I was,” RJ said. “But then they agreed
to kinda patch up holes in my defense
and cover my tracks for me so that was
very helpful.”
RJ has not been confronted by administration. Administration is seemingly still
on the lookout for RJ. Chief information

officer Rob Linehan said, “There is a stewardship issue. I don’t want to just sweep
it under the rug.”
IT contacted Google to learn more
about the hoaxer, but would need to issue a subpoena—a court order—to get
more information.

and you wanted to see a student
consultant that really enjoyed
brainstorming you could narrow
it down that way.”
The Writing Center seeks to aid
students in their reading and writing assignments. Consultants can
help students in outlining, interpreting meaning in reading, summarizing
and fine-tuning their writing skills.
Senior RJ Leannah said that the
Writing Center consultants have
helped her in the past, both with class
papers and internship statements.
She believes that the Center has
helped her refine all of her writing.
However, lead Writing Center consultant and senior Caroline Nurkkala says it has the potential to do so
much more.
“When students come to college, 90
percent of (them) have come out of
the five paragraph writing thing, and
that really pigeon-holes them in their

way of thinking,” Nurkkala said. “So
we want to help students to not only
write better, but also to think better.
And hopefully, eventually, to also enjoy the writing process. (We) want
them to be skillfully and confidently equipped.”
Students wishing to take advantage of Writing Center or Coaching
Center services should go to taylor.
mywconline.com to sign up for an appointment, or visit the Writing Center
Facebook page.
Writing Center hours run Monday through Thursday, 9–10 a.m.,
1–5 p.m. and 7–10 p.m. and Friday
from 9–10 a.m. The Coaching Center is currently open Monday 7–9
p.m., Tuesday 1–3 p.m. and 7–9 p.m.,
Wednesday 7–9 p.m. and Thursday
7-8 p.m. Athletes wishing to log study
table hours can do so in the Coaching Center during these hours.
echo@taylor.edu

Athletes can visit KSAC 105 for a new study space.

Becca Robb contributed to the reporting for this article.
echo@taylor.edu
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An education in service
Taylor earns top ranking
as school for veterans
through offering substantial
financial benefits
Julia Oller

Co-Editor in Chief

When Nate Aeilts vacated campus one
weekend each month during his first
year and a half at Taylor, his journey
was no casual road trip.
The senior headed to Indianapolis to drill with a unit of the National
Guard through January 2014 as part
of his military duty, which also sent
him to Afghanistan in 2010.
For his service, Aeilts receives
$10,000-$12,000 per school year
as part of the Post-9/11 GI Bill, a
massive federally-funded program
established in 2009 to provide education benefits to most military veterans. Those benefits can be passed
on to spouses or dependents and include a stipend for textbooks and
housing costs.
Taylor’s participation in both the
GI Bill Program and the Yellow Ribbon Program—which covers the remainder of tuition cost after the GI
Bill has been applied—earned the
school the No. 1 Best Colleges for Veterans ranking among Regional Midwest Colleges in the 2016 U.S. News
and World Report.
Tim Nace, director of financial aid,
was flattered by the distinction.
“I quite frankly was a little surprised simply because we don’t have
many veteran dependents and I’m not
aware of any veterans themselves,” he

said. “We weren’t necessarily doing
anything special for veteran benefit students.”
The top ranking does not factor
in the number of veterans in the
student body or how much money
a college contributes to the program. A university’s overall ranking, combined with its acceptance
of the GI Bill and Yellow Ribbon
Program, determines where it falls
on the veteran-friendly spectrum.

“I quite frankly was a little
surprised simply because
we don’t have many veteran
dependents and I’m not aware
of any veterans themselves,” he
said. “We weren’t necessarily
doing anything special for
veteran benefit students.”
Accommodating veterans and veteran dependents comes at little cost
to Taylor. Through the Yellow Ribbon
Program, the Veterans Administration will match the amount the college agrees to contribute to qualifying
students.
Because 19 of the 20 students on
the GI Bill last year earned academic
scholarships, which qualify as Yellow
Ribbon contributions, Taylor’s out-ofpocket funding was minimal.
“We want to say thank you to our
veterans and their dependents,” Nace

said. “(And) it wasn’t going to cost us
much extra.”
Although the expense to Taylor
is insignificant, the payoff to students capitalizing on the program is
profound.
“When we were looking at colleges the only reason I could come
to a Christian college or a private
school was because we had that GI
Bill,” said junior Emily Nosek, whose
father is in the Air Force. “Otherwise,
we simply couldn’t afford it, so it’s
been a huge blessing.”
Like Nosek, most GI Bill participants at Taylor are children of veterans. The handful of service veterans,
such as Aeilts, generally prefer to slip
into civilian life.
Even though men on his floor called
him Sarge last year, a reference to his
Sergeant ranking within the National
Guard, the name is no longer a perfect fit.
“I always feel weird when people
call me a veteran,” he said. “I don’t
feel like a veteran.”
Because Michaela Kosirog was
on active duty in the National
Guard during her time at Taylor,
remaining under-the-radar was
more difficult.
Every weekend she spent on
duty meant no Internet access and
hardly any time to do homework
when she returned to campus on
Sunday night.
“I was kind of an anomaly at Taylor,” she said. “People would ask
about events from my perspective
(and) professors treated me a little different.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Taylor is the 10th place junior Emily Nosek has lived due to her father’s Air Force position.
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Russia in Syria

Compiled by Tom Gbean

The U.S. takes notice
of Russia’s military
buildup in Syria.
Tom Gbean

World & National Editor
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Countless wild rabbits are digging
up a middle school football field in
Langley, Wash. (NBCnews)
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Iranian superhuman two-year old
is viral sensation with unbelievable
strength. (Express.co.uk)
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Expert says meteor could wipe out
Earth next week despite NASA’s reassurance that we are safe. (Mirror.
co.uk)

Photograph provided by Huffingtonpost

Seal surfing on a humpback Whale
is Riding in Style. (Huffingtonpost)

Russia rushes into Syria with questionable heavy armament and artillery while immigrants flood into
Europe from the Middle East to seek
refuge from war and persecution. Its
most recent influx of military equipment caused the U.S. to take notice.
Moscow has previously provided
both military and nonmilitary assistance to Syria’s President Bushar
Al-Assad. At the start of the Syrian
civil war, Russia supported Assad
politically in order to prevent terrorist groups from gaining power
over the Syrian government. In accordance with its policy, Russia provided arms and shared intelligence
with the Syrian government. When
Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIS)
gained ground in Iraq, Russia quickly
dispensed ground-attack fighter jets
and other weapons to Syria.
Non-militarily, Russia has helped
Syria through actions such as the 2012
agreement to exchange Syrian crude
oil for Russia’s refined petroleum
products and regular diplomatic support, including multiple U.N. Security Council vetoes to shield Syria from
further U.N. pressure. Syria has also
sought offshore banking services that
would allow it to continue international financial programs in the face
of Western sanctions.
The U.S. believes that Russia is doing more than simply providing aid to
Syria. Reuters reported that Captain
Jeff Davis, the Pentagon spokesman,
said that Russia’s recent movements
indicate that they intend to use an
airfield south of Latakia in Syria as
an operating air base.
Russia has equipped the airbase
with seven T-90 tanks, about 200 naval infantry soldiers, temporary housing units, a portable air traffic control
station and components for an air defense system. Additionally, Moscow
has been sending about two military
cargo flights per day to the airfield
during the past week.

Gracie Fairfax
Features Editor

Blind double-jointed woman who
slips her handcuffs and bites an officer in the rear end is jailed. She told
the officer that she had hepatitis C.
(independent.co.uk)

Russia in Syria
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from Syria without the cooperation
and the participation of the Syrian authorities and military. Putin believes
his involvement in Syria has helped
the situation.
The New York Times reported Putin saying, “If Russia had not supported Syria, the situation in this country
would have been worse than in Libya,
and the flood of refugees would have
been even higher.”
Despite Putin’s defense of his military actions in Syria, the U.S. and other Western powers remain skeptical.
Al Jazeera reports that U.S. Secretary
of State John Kerry expressed concern
for the situation in Syria worsening if
Russia continues to support Assad.
This came moments after Putin went
on air defending the buildup of military armament in Syria.
The U.S. has welcomed Russian involvement in the fight against ISIS if
they choose to be a part of the coalition, but Putin continues to remain
evasive. When asked whether or not
Russia would be a part of the coalition, President Putin remarked that
he would consider all options.
Russia may be building up its military might in Syria, but it is doing
so against the will of the U.S. and
many other Western powers. CBS
News Senior National Security Analyst Juan Zarate conveys the sentiments of the U.S.
“The U.S. isn’t going away,” he
said. “The U.S. is going to apply its
air power. It’s going to continue to
supply its forces. . . . So (Putin’s) going to have to contend with a very
messy environment.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Syrian citizens oppose Russia’s support for Assad in an ongoing struggle that began in 2011.

Conversation over competition

Gender issues in intramurals
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President Barack Obama has been
less than thrilled about Moscow’s
support for Assad and wants to see
him step down from his presidency
for multiple reasons.
Assad is known for collaborating
with terrorist groups. From 2003 to
2011, Assad helped to escort Al Qaeda
operatives from Syria to Iraq. Assad has
also used Al Qaeda to aid in repressing
protests against his own regime. ISIS,
a group believed to stem from Al Qaeda, uses secured bases within Syria to
launch attacks into Iraq.
The Obama administration promised to counteract the atrocities Assad has committed against his people
and to battle the cruelties that ISIS is
perpetrating across the Middle East.
On Sept. 23, 2014, Obama delivered
this statement: “The people and governments of the Middle East are rejecting ISIS, and standing up for the
peace and security that the people of
the world deserve . . . we will move
forward with our plan—supported by
bipartisan majorities in Congress—to
ramp up our effort to train and equip
the Syrian opposition, who are the
best counterweight to ISIL and the
Assad regime.”
The U.S. has joined forces with
Western powers such as Germany,
Canada, the U.K. and the Netherlands to fight against Assad and ISIS.
The coalition is also joined by middle Eastern states such as the United
Arab Emirates and Qatar.
Western Coalition forces are using

Syrian air space to launch attacks
on ISIS in Syria. Russian presence in
the area raises a concern for the U.S.
since the U.S. might encounter Russian forces on the battlefield—a situation that may ignite tension of power
struggle from the Cold War.
The U.S. and Russia’s ideological
differences increase the possibility
that the two may clash on the battlefield. Vladimir Putin, Russia’s president, objects to key components of
Obama’s anti-ISIS strategy. Currently,
the Coalition forces’ policy is to notify Assad of their activities within
Syria, but Russia wants the Coalition
to have to ask for Assad’s permission
to carry out operations. If the U.S.
complies with Russia’s wish, the U.S.
would be affirming Assad’s legitimacy even though they want him out of
power. Moscow may also take steps
to prevent the coalition forces from
extending their bombardment of ISIS
targets to targets belonging to the Assad regime.
The White House and Moscow may
be able to put aside their differences.
Both have a common enemy: ISIS. Putin tries to disparage fears of increasing military buildup. He assures the
U.S. and other Western states that he
only wants to help Syria.
Russia defends itself to the Western world and encourages its allies to
continue aid to Syria.
In a meeting with heads of state
from countries previously part of
the Soviet Union, Putin reassured
the states that they are supporting
the Syrian government in the fight
against ISIS. He also noted it would
be impossible to expel the terrorists

“Russia compiles military equipment
into Syria. The U.S. believes Russia
intends to build an operating air base
but Putin denies any ulterior motives.”

Unity. Belonging. These are the goals
of intramurals.
“There’s something about sports
that brings people together,” said senior Tobi Ballantine.
Last year, Ballantine served as
the second president of intramurals under Taylor Student Organization (TSO). Ballantine applied for
the position because of her love for
sports. She appreciates the opportunity intramurals gives students,

especially former athletes, to take
fifty minutes of their day, get out
on the field and enjoy some friendly competition.
What began as a simple leadership position to facilitate friendly
competition soon evolved into a
gender issue, as participants questioned the knowledge and authority
of the leader of intramurals because
she was a woman.
When she entered the role, Ballantine realized that leadership
roles involving athletics tended to be male-dominated, but she
couldn’t have anticipated the controversy that followed.

Senior Tobi Ballantine partipates in flag football, one of her favorite intramural sports.
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“I was pretty surprised when people responded the way that they did,
because I didn’t think of it as a big
deal at all,” Ballantine said. “(A lot of
the time) people were surprised by my
knowledge of football, which is really
silly to me because obviously I’m going to have to know about sports if
I’m in charge of intramurals.”
While the negative attitude and
comments didn’t come from all
intramural participants and many
were very supportive, there was one
situation in which a referee refused
to acknowledge her as the head of
intramurals—insisting Steve Austin, director of student programs,
was in charge.
With time, the negative attitudes
caused Ballantine to question herself
as a leader.
“At first I felt really insecure and I
had some really good conversations
with Steve Austin,” Ballantine said.
“He was like ‘You’re in this job for a
reason.’ He was very empowering as
a boss, but would call me out on stuff
too if I was being too cocky.”
Austin recognizes that the competitive nature of intramurals can
cause conflict that is not necessarily gender-related, but he agrees with
Ballantine that in certain situations,
she was disrespected solely because
of her gender.
This year, junior Mary Fox is stepping into the role of president of intramurals. Ballantine and Austin both
hope that the conflicts dealt with last
year will diminish the number of issues Fox will confront this year.
“I hope she’ll never feel inadequate just because she’s a woman,”
said Ballantine. “There’s going to be
times when she’s going to feel insecure about her position and that’s a
natural thing that a leader will feel in

any role that they take, but I hope it’s
never a gender issue.”
Austin noted at least 25 percent
of the student body is new each year
as seniors graduate and new freshmen enter in.
Taylor has had an increasing amount
of programming regarding gender issues on campus, with the hope that
continued conversation will create a
shift in the mindsets of students from
apathetic to actively seeking truth.
“Conversation forces us to think,
but it doesn’t necessarily force us to
change,” said Austin.
As the school year progresses,
Austin anticipates continuing dialogue about gender issues on campus. Although he doesn’t think the
issue will be easily resolved, he believes it is important to continue the
conversation while taking steps toward change.
“My fervent hope for the campus is
that, as men and women build more
friendships and relationships on our
campus, there is more respect and
understanding of individuals,” Austin said. “I think those relationships
and conversations are the number
one way for those conversations to
occur. I think if men and women are
becoming friends, that is a significant
step in the right direction.”
Despite the past conflict, Fox is
optimistic that this year doesn’t
have to look the same as last year.
While she is aware of the misunderstandings Ballantine faced, she
is prepared to step into the role with
a fresh perspective.
TSO hopes that the issues of the
past will be used as an opportunity
for growth and that leaders are able
to guide students toward conversation over competition.
echo@taylor.edu

“I was walking through the house and
Katie’s dad walks in and goes, ‘Oh, by the
way, all of Indiana ran out of water.’”
The boiling point
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A date for a day, a friend for a lifetime
Creative ways to ask
your “friend” on a date
Chrysa Keenon
Contributor

It’s getting to be that time of the
year—no, not fall.
T h e p i c k- a - d a t e s e a s o n i s
upon us. Freshmen and upperclassmen alike are beside themselves when attempting to take
part in this high-pressure tradition. According to upperclassm en , th e chal l en gin g p ar t i s
choosing who to ask.
Both guys and girls can feel anxious about asking strangers, acquaintances or even friends to
spend the day with them. “I have
to work up the courage,” freshman
Steven Sussman said.
Despite the freshman distress,
upperclassmen know the jitters
are just part of the pick-a-date fun.

“They are casual and friendly,”
sophomore Tim Parr said. “Not
bad at all.”
One day freshmen will get past
the initial fear of talking to strangers. For those too nervous to ask
someone, here are some tactics
used from past pick-a-dates.
Sophomore Maddie White suggests having a roommate ask for
you. Using a friend can take some
stress from your shoulders.
Some people get creative and
even use props to ask people on
pick-a-dates.
“A girl wrote out the question
on a Starbucks cup for me once,”
sophomore Tyler Haggen said.
Often, you won’t have to make
a difficult choice on how to ask
someone—your wing will decide
for you. This keeps the pick-adate tradition alive at Taylor, and
can lead you to meeting people in
some fun and unusual ways.

The boiling point
Students blow off steam
after boil advisory
Wren Haynes
Contributor

When the going gets tough, the social media gets melodramatic. At
least, that seems to be Taylor’s ongoing tradition when it comes to power outages, TUCAN glitches, the 2014
Snowpocalypse—and, last but not
least, the Drought of 2015.
After a water main broke in Upland
last Thursday, campus exploded with
bright pink papers warning students not
to drink from the fountains. Areas south
of Reade Avenue were cleared from the
boil advisory by Sept. 11, but Wolgemuth,
Campbell and Swallow Robin were on
watch until four days later.
Seniors Carissa Veltkamp and Katie Marvel—off-campus and commuting students sharing a house—first

noticed the leak biking home from
class. Water ran down the pavement
and workers were busy a few streets
over, but Veltkamp didn’t find out the
specifics until she got home.
“I was walking through the house
and Katie’s dad walks in and goes,
‘Oh, by the way, all of Indiana ran out
of water,’” Veltkamp said.
She didn’t take him seriously.
“Then her mom is like, ‘We got you
four gallons.’”
They received news of the boil advisory through email soon after.
While Veltkamp and Marvel dealt
with the problem by stocking up on
distilled water, others set pots to simmering in their dorms. Until the advisory was lifted, Gerig set up a boiled
water dispenser at their front desk
and Swallow Robin kept legions of tea
kettles and water bottles everywhere.
“We had lots of 24-packs of water,” said Tori Newman, a Swallow

“One year my hall had us pick
adjectives out of a hat, and had
to ask someone with that specific trait,” senior Matt Kloker said.
If you can’t think of someone specific to ask, think of a certain trait
instead. Maybe they have to play
on an athletic team or be wearing a certain color shirt in the
DC. That will narrow your choices and make it a little easier to
find a date.
Ju n i o r R a c h e l G e n e ra l re vealed that, in O l son , asking
boys with names from the Gospels is the way to go. You cannot
get any more original (or biblical) than that!
Even if you are nervous, know
you’re not alone in the Taylor community. There are plenty of picka-date novices out there, and only
together can we all become experts—and friends—along the way.
echo@taylor.edu
freshman. “I think I’ve still got about
five bottles on my desk.”
Although drinking water was taken care of, running laundry and doing
dishes turned out to be a real struggle for
those under the advisory until Tuesday.
“I think I was dealing with it okay
until maybe the third day, when we
had a bunch of dishes,” said senior
Rebekah Stargel, a resident of Wolgemuth. “We made food on Monday
night . . . and we had two kettles going at the same time boiling water.”
Showering also proved to be a problem, depending on how safe each person deemed the tap water to be.
“I was super paranoid about getting
it in my mouth,” said Marvel. “I was
kind of wondering . . . if I swallowed
a small bit of this, would it really kill
me? Because I’ve swum in disgusting
lakes before and been fine.”
Those who weren’t willing to risk
it ventured out of their residences.
While some people reported hightailing it home, or at least across campus,
others headed for one particular academic building.

Taylor’s best kept secrets
Quiet places around
campus for when you
need to get away
Keeton Yescott

the nearby road, yet still on the outskirts of nature. But be careful on your
trek over and make sure to wear some
older shoes. You’ll probably have to
cross an unreliable bridge and some
mud to get there.

Taylor University is a beautiful campus, brimming with kind people. But
when your heart yearns for solitude,
it’s good to know of some secluded getaway spots. Some of Taylor’s
best spots fly a little under the radar,
though. Here is a list of places on
campus you may not be familiar with.

The bench by the Habecker’s pond
This pond is on the opposite side of
campus as Taylor Lake, but it is equally peaceful. There are trails around the
pond, with a romantic bench strategically placed next to it. This could be
a nice place for you and that (hopefully) special someone to DTR. There’s
not quite as much foot traffic as the
Loop, and it may give you privacy from
judgmental stares. It can also be a spot
to relax, do devotions or just be alone.
(And if you’re lucky, you might spot the
President and First Lady!)

Contributor

The Prayer Deck
This isn’t necessarily a secret place,
but many people haven’t yet ventured
over to this side of Taylor Lake. It is
great quiet area for someone wanting
to have time with God—out of view of

Photograph by Jessica Nesselrodt

Students face the fear with dread and anticipation.

“I showered in Euler,” said junior
Kendra Hollenbeck of Swallow Robin. “It was great. Perfect water temperature and no softener.”
As for the prank email sent out Sept.
10—responses were mixed. While most
people sniffed out the hoax right away,
others thought the two responses sent
by Taylor administration, sans letterhead and a fancy signature, were less

Junior Abbey Vance does her best to survive.

Lake is like going on an adventure. If
being in the woods helps you think best,
then these trails are a must-see place
before your four years at Taylor are up.

The dock behind Randall
This is a little more removed from
the heart of campus, so it is a prime
destination for alone time. The pond
is surrounded by trees and is a great
place to go and be with the Lord. And
it’s one of the best stargazing spots
on campus.

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

Freshmen Hannah Bolds and Nicole Phelps take advantage of the
peaceful Habecker bench.

The forest and trails behind Taylor
Lake
These are great for those people who
don’t mind bugs and love being in nature. Hiking the trails behind Taylor

trustworthy than the fake.
“I heard someone say their prof
didn’t show up,” said Marvel.
Mischief aside, the boil advisory
was lifted from the rest of Upland
Sept. 15. Now the rest of campus can
enjoy what some already took for
granted—the ability to wash their
hands in the sink, worry-free.
echo@taylor.edu

Sickler Hall
Most secret spots at Taylor are outside, but for those colder months, Sickler Hall is another awesome place on
campus that you might not have visited. Located right next to Samuel
Morris Hall and directly across from
Swallow Robin, this building used to
be the prayer chapel. The reverent atmosphere makes this spot great for
quiet time, or even floor worship.
echo@taylor.edu

Echograms #TaylorU

Photograph by Fayth Glock

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Ashlen Nisley @
 ashlennisley
Sweet old lady in a Grand Rapids
Starbucks saw we went to Taylor
and bought us our drinks #tayloru

Ruth Jansen @ruthy819
Either I don’t have homework due
tomorrow, or I am being extremely
forgetful. #college #tayloru
Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Annnnnd my prof just threw a
stress ball at me. #hemissed
#tayloru
Michael Snyder @
 michaelsnyder95
Just tried to swipe my credit
card to get into Sammy
#thanksmonday #tayloru
Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Annnnnd my prof just threw a
stress ball at me. #hemissed
#tayloru
Tobi Ballantine @
 tobiballantine
Switching to a clear mouth guard,
so it’s a big day for intramurals.
#tayloru
Julia Camara @
 JuliaCamara6
Apposing coach throws a ﬁt,
crowd chants “LTC!”Only atTaylor.
#tayloru #tusoccer
Hannah Cutshaw @
 hannah_cut14
Sometimes all you need is a
cookie from the grille to change a
bad attitude. #tayloru
Gretchen Nussbaum @
_ 

TheBaumSquad

@jay_dubbzzzz: My #wcw goes to these diamonds. Love them all so
much, can’t believe how blessed I am to share life with them this year.
#tayloru #englishmuffins #2NEfambam #tutrojans #wingretreat

@chapel_tayloru: Just your typical lunch in Odle! Thanks to @thebridgeupland for a great lunch around the table w some new friends! #tayoru

When the hoax email even fooled
your 8am professor... #tayloru
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RETRE AT REFLECTIO NS
Sarah Davis

Life & Times Co-Editor

Wing retreat season may be ending, but the sweet memories from these floors are
here to stay. Check out these stories and reflections from PAs around campus.

3rd Center Olson

“This year we were graciously invited to Columbus, Indiana to one of our freshmen, Cierra Eder’s house.
We spent one of our days on Lake Monroe: boating, lounging, tubing and swimming. It was a beautiful time
of relaxation and laughter, all of us were content to finally be together in the same space. In the evenings, 30
of us piled into the house and spent time consuming ridiculous amounts of food, sharing in sweet moments
of worship and communion and laughing every moment in between. Cierra’s dad (our host) told me that he
had never seen a group of college women love each other and care for each other as well as we do. What a
blessing it is to be surrounded by women who exude such authentic joy and love towards one another so naturally and honestly.”
-Hannah Sisson, junior

2nd Breuninger

“Our retreat was incredibly well-attended: we had 43 of our 50 women join us! I was so encouraged by
the support and contributions of our upperclassmen. Some people led worship, others organized big/lil
sis and still others helped with food. We spent two days at a beautiful lake house, jet skiing, tubing and
swimming. I think everyone made a real effort to make the freshmen and newcomers feel welcomed. It
was a joy to be a part of.”
-Nicole Arpin, junior

3rd East Wengatz

“We went to Brock Buchers’ home in Cicero, Indiana and it was
such a great time of fellowship and relaxation. We played a five-hour
Risk game, played various sports tournaments, and had times of worship, prayer, solitude and storytelling/testimonies. All around it was
a great way to spend a weekend with some of the best guys I know.”
-Tyler Amann, junior

3rd Breuninger

“Friday evening we piled into cars bound for Monticello, Indiana, where we were welcomed into the Crabb family’s home. It was
a great time for us to unwind from our week by sitting around the
campfire, roasting s’mores and worshipping and enjoying one another’s company. Shout out to the Crabb family for their generosity
and hospitality in hosting our crew!”
-Brooklin Young, junior

3rd West Wengatz

“In the words of our stud freshman, Drew Lasley,
‘all the hanging out gave me an opportunity to know
the guys on a much deeper level in an unobstructed environment.’ While that’s especially true for our
freshman, the retreat gave all of Third West a chance
to reconnect after suffering through a summer of
separation from each other. Sam and Joe Schuette
graciously allowed us to take over their space and
leave the true mark of our wing—living life for the
glory of God and the joy of Third West.”
- Garrett Shanks, senior

Moore

2nd Samuel Morris

“Honestly, as a PA my role in the Sammy II floor retreat was a small
one. The best things about our retreat weren’t the sketchy laser tag
joints we booked ahead of time, watching Hot Rod, playing card games
or even the ceremonial burning of couches in a massive bonfire. The
most memorable parts of our floor retreat were the personal ones. It
was creating a place where the guys could be open about their lives in
ways that just cannot happen in everyday life on the floor. When we
all gathered outside that night by the bonfire, and shared stories of
the most tragic, amazing and life changing events that we have experienced, I think that something changed. We had guys open up their
hearts without holding back. And right afterwards, our brothers got up
and prayed the most heartfelt prayers you’ve ever heard, for men that
they barely know apart from these stories. Those moments and those
stories were the most memorable part of our floor retreat. I think that
God was with us in every aspect of our retreat, and (He) will continue
to play a big part on our floor this year. I could not be more proud of
or blessed by the men I share this floor with.”
-Adam Wright, junior

A&E

“The duo’s latest release, ‘Depression Cherry,’
acts as a step backwards toward their earlier
work.”
Paul’s picks
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Discovering The forgiving art
a balance
Rice Pilaf improvisation
team on the rise
Austin Lindner
A&E Editor

season, however, the troupe began to
appeal to a broader audience. Their
Valentine’s Day show in the spring of
2015 brought in a crowd of about 300,
an audience larger than many of Taylor’s theatre productions.
“The spontaneity of every show is a
rush for me,” said troupe member and
senior Darius Farmer. “That’s one of
the things I both love and hate about
Rice Pilaf—every show is different.”
Farmer joined the troupe as a
sophomore and is now serving as
Pilaf ’s co-leader with fellow senior
Tobi Ballantine. Prior to Pilaf, neither had any experience with improv comedy.
After auditioning for the troupe
on a whim last year, Ballantine instantly fell in love with the relationship between the performers and the
audience.
“It’s never really recognized as an
art, but that’s what it is,” Ballantine
said. “To be on an improv team you
have to be willing to be vulnerable.
You learn how to forgive yourself if
you have a bad show or make a couple dumb jokes. You have to be able
to get off the stage and move on. It’s
a forgiving art.”
A newfound passion for this art
propelled Ballantine to enroll this
summer in a basic improvisation
class at the training center for The
Second City, one of America’s most
influential comedy theatres, located in Chicago. At Second City, Ballantine discovered new methods
of setting up a successful scene,
as well as a variety of new games
and training techniques to bring
back to Pilaf.
On Sept. 9, Ballantine and Farmer
joined a returning cast that includes

senior Kasey Leander, junior Paul Jacobson and sophomore Paje Smiley
for Pilaf ’s first show of the school year.
The following Sunday, Pilaf held auditions to fill the remaining spots in
the team.
After two days of auditions and
callbacks, five new members were
chosen from a group of 12, including second year MAHE student Mackenzie Lechlitner, seniors Brennan
Bookmyer and Ryan Monson, sophomore Marissa Gabel and freshman
Gabe Harder.
According to Ballantine and Farmer, each new member brings valuable
skills to the team, from physical comedy to an assortment of characters.
These talents will help the troupe
handle the ever-increasing number
of seats being filled by an expectant audience.
Regarding Pilaf ’s recent rise in
popularity, Ballantine said, “I think
it’s just a level of seriousness. We all
just really want to have a good show
so we always come to practice and
we make time for each other to hang
out outside of Rice Pilaf so we can
have chemistry.”
Although Pilaf ’s next show is
undetermined at this date, it will
take place in October. Whether the
10 student-comedians are stomping across the stage pretending to
be dinosaurs or creating a movie
plot line on the spot, they are determined to do whatever it takes to
get the last laugh.
“More than almost anything in
the world, I love to laugh,” Farmer
said. “So having the opportunity to
make other people laugh, to me, is a
huge honor.”
echo@taylor.edu

Without elaborate lighting, decorations or props, the stage looks bare
and vulnerable as over 200 students
hustle into the recital hall. The audience’s eager chatter reaches deafening levels as late-comers attempt
to find empty seats before inevitably
settling for a spot against the crowded wall.
Apprehensively waiting backstage
is a small troupe without a script.
They have no costumes; they have
no props.
The cast has been preparing for this
Photograph by Andrew Davis
moment for weeks, and yet they have
Senior Morgan Turner performs a monologue in rehearsal.
no idea what will happen onstage in
a matter of minutes. After gathering
Production reveals both sides Junior theatre cast member Jessica for a quick prayer, they walk onto
Schulte said, echoing the importance the stage as the crowd responds
of the Arab-Israeli conflict
of the balanced point-of-view.
with cheers.
Laura Koenig
Schulte will play the part of a Rus“Hi, everybody! We’re Rice Pilaf, and
sian Israeli Jew, named Vitya, who welcome to the show.”
Staff Writer
is the matriarch of a close knit famAnd with that announcement, an
No, the actors are not going to cook ily. She lived in fear of the violence hour of improv comedy begins.
for you, nor can you bribe them to let around her. She experienced a bomb
While it may have nothing to do
you eat the food they have on stage. threat while at the grocery store, with the Middle Eastern grain dish,
Taylor Theatre’s first production of shopping for her food. Since grocery the Rice Pilaf comedy troupe has been
the 2015-2016 season, “The Arab-Is- shopping is routine, normal tasks a pillar of Taylor culture since the
raeli Cookbook,” is scheduled to show such as walking through the doors 1990s. Practicing weekly, the group
on September 25–27. Although the or pulling out a shopping cart might offers shows about once a month in
performers will not serve food to the become triggers that are connected Butz-Carruth Recital Hall. Each show
audience, the food will serve as an in- to her terrifying experience. Through- encourages audience feedback and
triguing metaphor.
out these events, Vitya clinged to the participation, as the troupe takes suggestions to perform a variety of im“We all eat, wherever we are.” Direc- constants of her faith and family.
tor Jessica Rousselow said. “We might
These true stories may encourage provisational games and sketches.
add different flavorings and spices so the audience to take action or ask
In past years, Pilaf has not been a
it comes out looking different, but it how they can make a difference in popular comedic force on campus,
this war. “We can’t make a difference usually only drawing in a small group
is a connection point.”
in the world if we don’t understand of dedicated fans. During its 2014-2015
“We all eat, wherever we
the world,” Rousselow said. The cast
hopes
to bring a little of this much
are. We might add different
needed understanding.
flavorings and spices so it
“The Arab-Israeli Cookbook” will
comes out looking different,
show on Sept. 25 and 26 at 8 p.m. and
but it is a connection point.”
on Sept. 27 at 2 p.m. Tickets at the
door are $7. Talk-backs will be held
The play will present the Arab and following every show.
Israeli people, and show a balanced echo@taylor.edu
perspective of the humanity of both
sides of this overseas conflict. The
production is a verbatim script from
interviews of people in Israel and
Palestine, that actor and playwright
Robin Soans and his team compiled.
These interviews were then molded
into “The Arab-Israeli Cookbook.”
“(The author’s) goal is to give a voice
to the voiceless,” Rousselow said.
“Each character has some kind of story
about what it is like to live in a divided
country, under the constant threat of
potential bombings, war activities and
how to survive in that context.”
For the audience, this kind of daily
life may be hard to fathom, but they
will have a chance to catch a glimpse
of a different lifestyle. “They have
Photograph by Mindy Wildman
the opportunity to see these people
as real people and understand that
The 2015–16 Rice Pilaf Troupe: (left to right) senior Brennan Bookmyer, junior Paul Jacobson, freshman Gabe
Harder, sophomore Paje Smiley, sophomore Marissa Gabel, senior Kasey Leander, second year MAHE stuthere isn’t really a distinction between
Poster by Taylor Theater Department
dent Mackenzie Lechlitner, senior Tobi Ballantine, senior Ryan Monson and senior Darius Farmer.
victim and victimizer in this conflict,”

“Depression Cherry”
by Beach House
Paul Jacobson
Columnist

Few bands have captured my attention as much as Alex Scally and Victoria Legrand’s Beach House has. The
combination of Scally’s glittering guitar-work, Legrand’s otherworldly vocals and their lush, dense synthesizers
makes for an incredible soundscape.
One could easily argue that they’ve
only improved with each album.
Despite the constant progression
of their sound, the duo’s latest release, “Depression Cherry,” acts as a
step backwards toward their earlier
work. Legrand and Scally were both
frustrated with the live drums on
“Bloom” (2012). In an interview with
DIYmag.com, Legrand said they felt
“limited by the presence of a drum

set—just the noise it creates and
how much space it fills.”
On “Depression Cherry,” Beach House
largely ditches the live drums (with the
exception of “PPP” and “Days of Candy”),
opting instead for a drum machine— a
sound more akin to their first two albums “Beach House” (2006) and “Devotion” (2008). I was slightly skeptical
when I heard about this at first, but upon
hearing the album, all doubt was erased.
The album itself is an incredible
ride from start to finish, beginning
with “Levitation” and ending with
“Days of Candy.” Each song sounds
similar to one another, yet different
enough to stay fresh. “Levitation” is
Beach House at its finest, followed by
the shoegaze-influenced lead single
“Sparks” (a frontrunner for my “Single of
the Year”). “Space Song” is another typical Beach House dream-pop romp, with
a wailing guitar reminiscent of earlier
songs “Silver Soul” and “D.A.R.L.I.N.G.”

Victoria Legrand of Beach House performing at the Hovefestivalen in 2010.

“The album itself is an incredible
ride from start to finish.”
Like “Sparks,” “Beyond Love” takes a
more rock-like approach to the Beach
House formula, with loads of distortion
and reverb on Scally’s guitar (both songs
are slight red herrings on the album).

The song “PPP” resembles their work
on “Teen Dream,” starting with a simple synth pattern and guitar plucking,
and progressively building to create an
epic wall of sound. The album finishes
with the chilling “Days of Candy,” which
features a 24-part choir harmonizing
with Legrand. It’s a fantastic finisher to
a wonderful album.

Photograph by NRK P3 from Flickr.com

RATING: 8/10

FAVORITE TRACKS: Levitation,
Sparks, Space Song, Beyond Love,
PPP, Days of Candy
LEAST FAVORITE TRACKS: 10:37
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

“ Yes, I’ve heard the intentional community
speech about a hundred times.”
Stop talking to yourself
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Seeking perspective

The other side of the
immigration crisis
Abigail Lingenhoel
Contributor

A mixture of outrage and hurt swelled
in my chest as I read last week’s article
about the European immigrant crisis.
I am from Hungary. Yes, I may be biased in defense of my home, but I’m
not outraged just because I am Hungarian. It is because I’ve yet to give up
hoping that the presentation of facts
will be accurate. Especially in this
faith-based community that I’ve come
to know and love, I hope stories will be
honest, not saturated with what Western media would have us know.
There is another side to every
story. Our country is small, the
people unknown to the rest of
the world—and so, when a crisis
emerges that has to do with us, it
is only the blatantly “unwelcoming” and shocking details that
get disclosed. But I can’t have my
country known for the behavior of
a select few within it.
Here are some facts to help
balance out those presented in
“Seeking Sanctuary.” Hungary’s population is 10 million. The plan that
Germany generously supports is to

have 140 thousand migrants relocated to Hungary. That’s 1.4 percent of
the population. Fun fact: Hungary
has been struggling not only politically but also economically in recent years. So, instead of being able
to rely on a high GDP and ample land
to welcome the immigrants as other
European countries can, Hungary
has to think about the facts.
Would these immigrants be able to
find work? Likely not. Would they be
able to support their families? Likely
not. Would they find housing? Likely
not. Can the country support them?
No. Even the immigrants only passing through the country have had to
stay in less-than-perfect conditions.
Though Viktor Orban is not the
ideal prime minister, he is not wrong
in opposing the flood of immigrants
into his country. The number of people passing through seems endless
and has to be stopped to preserve
his country’s well-being.
That’s where Germany, Austria
and other more well-off European
countries come in—only it’s more
complicated than that. The trains
have quit running, and the immigrants passing through Hungary on
their way to Western Europe have
been stopped—why?
Because the EU said so. Because

Germany is requiring all immigrants to have the proper paperwork and processing completed
before entering the country. That
means that the 800 thousand immigrants to whom they have “generously” offered a home can only
enter the country in small waves,
lest Austria and Germany become
“overwhelmed.”
So migrants continue to pour
into Hungary, five thousand a
day, entering more quickly than
they leave. Austria and Germany
can order the trains to be stopped,
but Hungary cannot. They’ve tried,
but Orban’s fence will not stop the
constant flow.
These conditions are terrible, but
here’s what the Hungarian people
are doing to help: they are at the
train stations every day and standing along the roads late at night
as the immigrants walk by. The
Hungarians give them water, hot
coffee, tea and blankets and offer
words of encouragement as the migrants continue their journey, not
really sure of where they are going.
Some Hungarians are opening their
homes to immigrant families. Others are raising money to support immigrants financially.
The best part? The money for
this help is not coming from the
government—it’s coming from
average Hungarians. They’re digging deep in order to be able to
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give, and churches are learning to
work together in order to help in
whatever way they can. It is these
people’s stories that should be reported, not each instance of hatred
and unkindness.
The words “unwelcoming,” “reluctant” and “anti-refugee” do not fit
my country. Nor do the words “generous,” “compassionate,” “welcoming,” “safe” and “open” entirely fit the
larger European countries taking

FRIDAY

action in this crisis. The truth is
that every country is flawed, and
each country’s response to the immigrant crisis is imperfect.
Hungary is not as an anti-refugee country, but an intricate web of
humans struggling with their own
problems, seeking to understand
their place in this crisis, hoping
to offer relief as well as sanctuary
while trying to be good stewards of
their land.

Photograph provided by Flickr user Freedom House

Syrian refugees board trains to Germany, but trains stop running in Hungary.
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It’s natural to befriend people who look like us, but diversity is essential to growth.

Stop talking to yourself
Diversifying your
friend groups
Julia Camara
Contributor

It’s the third week of school and life
is finally settling into a routine. So
now that we’re all comfortable, let’s
glance up from our phones and take
a look around. Whether you are a
freshman, still wet behind the ears,
or a super senior with enough Taylor gear to open a thrift shop, you
may have noticed by now that people generally look like their friends.
Am I right? Or is it just coincidental
that you probably share the same
physical appearance as your bestie?
The truth is you don’t have to tell
someone to make friends with a lookalike. It just happens. And this social
pattern is not easy to miss: Tall people next to tall people, blondes offering their hair ties to other blondes,
BFFs with matching tattoos. It’s only
human to be attracted to people visually similar to yourself. With such
friends we feel more comfortable
and accepted.
But something can be lost if we
only spend time with other versions of ourselves. Segregating
ourselves prevents us from growing. Life has more zest and color
when you move to a new table in
the DC, or actually talk to the people in class you judged by their outward appearance.

So you are probably thinking,
“ Yes, I’ve heard the intentional
community speech about a hundred times.” Instead of intentional
community, think about it as a way
to study yourself, improve your social skills and address segregation.
Spending time with people who
think differently than you can actually help you understand how you
as an individual process life.
You may ask, “But, if it’s natural to
segregate ourselves in order to feel
comfortable, why diversify our friend
groups?”
As Jay Kesler once noted in a chapel address, “If you’re not awkward,
you’re not growing.” Yes, routine is
crucial to getting through life, but if
you want change, improvement and
growth, you’ve got to be uncomfortable sometimes.
Engaging with new people challenges you to be open-minded and
accept different ways of living. It
also allows you to appreciate the
gifts of people unlike you. Not everyone on campus has the baking skills
of English girls, or the gumption to
wear a toga and sing about fruit, like
Penthouse guys, or the wisdom to
wow a student body a quarter his
age, like Jay Kesler. Humor aside, it’s
important and healthy to extend
your friend groups beyond what’s
comfortable. The small decisions
you make today may solve the racial, religious, and cultural issues
of tomorrow.

The level of outrage over Kim Davis’s imprisonment suggests that the
Christian community sees this as a
case of religious persecution.
Davis, a county clerk in Rowan
County, Kentucky, began refusing
to issue marriage licenses—and
prohibited her deputies from doing
so—after the Supreme Court ruled
same-sex marriages legal in July. She
was jailed Sept. 3, after being ruled in
contempt of court. Christians’ angry
posts about her situation imply that
we see her as a martyr.
While the Bible denounces homosexuality, it also supports respecting
authority. Romans 13:1-2 says, “Let
everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which God has
established. . . . Consequently, whoever rebels against the authority is
rebelling against what God has instituted, and those who do so will bring
judgment on themselves.”
Christians may ask what to do if
the government tells us to do ungodly things. Should we obey? Absolutely not. We are subject to God first.
But there are consequences when we
stand up for our beliefs, and we are
called to accept them.
Consider Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego, three men who held high
positions in Babylon. When the government commanded them to pray
to a statue, they refused. They accepted the consequences and were
thrown into the furnace.
Kim Davis faced a similar problem. Her job required her to issue
marriage licenses without prejudice.
When the Supreme Court decreed
marriage licenses could be issued

to homosexual couples, her job obligated her to do so.
At this point, if she felt she couldn’t
morally do her job, she should have
resigned. Instead she defied the
courts and compelled her coworkers
to do the same. Her imprisonment
was a result of her defiance, not of
her beliefs.
When you work for a business,
there’s an understanding that your
words and actions reflect the company’s stance. If you work for a
left-leaning news network and denounce President Obama on Twitter,
chances are your career at that network will be short-lived. If you work
for a government that rules samesex marriage legal and you refuse to
issue marriage licenses, you can expect the same result.
Davis is not a martyr. She is a disgruntled worker who refused to do
her job despite being ordered to by
the court.
We must not forget that America
is not a Christian nation but a secular nation with religious freedom
for everyone.
Christians in America must let
go of this entitlement complex. We
must stop acting like America is
doomed whenever the secular government makes a secular law. After
all, God is in control.
Besides commanding us to respect
authority, Jesus gave another command that should guide our lives:
“‘‘Love the Lord your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and
with all your mind.’ This is the first
and greatest commandment. And the
second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor
as yourself.’” (Matthew 22:37-39)
Let’s stop encouraging Christians
who act out of defiance and rebellion and instead support those who
seek to carry out this great commandment, spreading a message of
hope and love.
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Christians may suffer persecution, but is Kim Davis really one of the oppressed?

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“Across the board from seniors to freshmen we ran
very well.”
Cross country starts strong

TheEchoNews.com

Almost a
miracle
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Senior Shawn Lashbrook sprints into the endzone for
one of his five touchdowns on Saturday.

Saint Francis staves off career
days from Pollard, Lashbrook
Chris Yingling
Co-Editor in Chief

It was supposed to be a wrap-up for
the Saint Francis Cougars.
To begin the second half of last Saturday’s football game, Taylor freshman
quarterback Everett Pollard chucked
an interception. The Saint Francis defensive back returned the ball 29 yards
for a touchdown, widening the Cougars’ lead on the Trojans, 41–7. While
SFU missed the extra point attempt,
the game was essentially over. That
should have been the nail in the coffin.

But Taylor is a second-half football team.
“That missed extra point was an
open door,” said head coach Ron Kormacher. “The mentality on the sideline was to keep working and keep
executing. We weren’t thinking ‘We
need 34 points.’ It was the mindset of
‘Let’s get six points and go from there.’”
Korfmacher’s mindset was put to
the test in the third quarter. After the
pick six, SFU again scored, this time
on offense, to put the game out of
reach, 48–7.
However, Pollard had other plans.
Junior Richardson Giordani’s kickoff return put Taylor in good field position for Pollard and his offense to

work. After a few short passes and a
string of first downs, Pollard fired a
pass to senior wide receiver Shawn
Lashbrook on the right side of the end
zone. Despite defensive pass interference, Lashbrook hauled in the football to make it a 48–14 game at the
end of the third quarter.
The fourth quarter started with
fast offense. Pollard hurled a 21-yard
throw to the corner of the end zone
for Lashbrook to pick up within just
33 seconds. Lashbrook’s third score
of the day was a sign of good things
to come for TU, as the team steadily crept back from a 27-point deficit.
The dynamic duo wasn’t done. On
Taylor’s subsequent possession, Pollard found Lashbrook on a 25-yard
bomb to curb the lead to 20 for Saint
Francis. Junior Brandon Haan attempted to pull some theatrics on
the Cougars with an onside kick.
However, the ball recovered by senior
Michael Miller was illegally touched
on the play, giving the ball back to
Saint Francis.
Not a problem for the TU defense.
Pressure from senior Adam Sauder
forced a bad pass from the SFU quarterback. Senior Jake Venable caught
the interception and returned it 16
yards. A familiar sight followed the
interception, as Pollard immediately arched the ball to Lashbrook for a
39-yard touchdown. Taylor made it a
two possession game with seven minutes to go.
A three-and-out from the Cougars gave the ball back to Taylor. A
methodical drive led to a pass from
Pollard to Miller, making the game a
48–42 one-possession game.
With two minutes to go, Taylor met
its match. Pollard threw a game-ending interception.
“In that situation, you can’t try to
make too much happen, and that’s
what I took away from the game,”
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Pollard said. “I had been making plays
all night but forced that one.”
Despite the loss, Taylor’s offense
made some huge strides. Pollard,
in his second game starting for the
Trojans, finished 32/52 passing for
371 yards and six touchdowns along Football
with 53 yards on the ground. Pollard’s
six scores ties the Taylor record, pav- Schedule
9/19 Butler 7:00 P.M.
ing the way to a strong career for the _______________________________________
freshman quarterback.

PREVIEW

Men’s Cross Country

“The mentality on Schedule
Indiana Intercollegiate (A) 3:15 P.M.
the sideline was to 9/18
_______________________________________
keep working and
Men’s Soccer
keep executing.”
Schedule

Lashbrook also had a career game, 9/19 Marygrove 1:00 P.M.
highlighted by five touchdowns on his _______________________________________
187 receiving yards. Miller recorded a
Men’s Tennis
career-high eight catches for 74 yards
and a score, while senior Zach Her- Schedule
shberger grabbed five catches in his 9/18 ITA Regionals (A) TBA
9/19 ITA Regionals (A) TBA
collegiate debut.
9/23 Goshen 4:00 P.M.
“The credit has to go to the quarter- _______________________________________
back and the offensive line for playing
well in the second half,” Lashbrook Volleyball
said. “For being a young guy, (Pollard) Schedule
has a good head on his shoulders. He’s 9/18 Marian 7:00 P.M.
Indiana Wesleyan 4:00 P.M.
smart, he knows how to go through 9/19
9/23 Saint Francis (A) 7:00 P.M.
his progressions well.”
_______________________________________
The Trojans (1-1) will play the third
of a three-game homestand against Women’s Cross Country
Butler on Saturday at 7 p.m. at TurnSchedule
er Stadium.
9/18 Indiana Intercollegiate (A) 5:00 P.M.
_______________________________________
echo@taylor.edu
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Kyle Keck

Sports Writer

A seemingly never-ending match
came to an abrupt halt after the Taylor women’s soccer team netted a goal
in double-overtime to rise above Indiana Tech 2–1 on Friday.
The first half of play did not favor
either team. Both Taylor and Indiana
Tech were limited on their shots on
goal. They had limited opportunities offensively, which left both teams
empty-handed, causing the first half
to result in a stalemate.
The theme of the scoreless event,
however, quickly changed after a Taylor blunder. Just three minutes into
the second half, Indiana Tech crossed
a ball in front of the goal. Instead of

the ball coming off of the foot of a
Tech player, the ball ricocheted off of
a Taylor defender and into the back
of the Trojans goal to give Tech a
1–0 lead.
After the mishap in their own box,
Taylor quickly equalized the game 1–1.
Junior Shelbi Lowe scored the tying
goal eight minutes after Tech took the
lead. Lowe was assisted on the goal
by sophomore Nikki Zaino. The 1–1
score cemented itself into the scoreboard, resulting in another overtime
for Taylor.
“Having just played an overtime
game prior to Indiana Tech, I think
we just really wanted to score fast,”
Zaino said.
Although the Trojans searched for
an early score, their two shots in the
first overtime period were not enough

Cross country
starts strong
Hall and Berend s lead Trojans at IWU Invitational
Landry Long
Contributor

The Taylor men’s and women’s cross
country teams both offered an impressive preview of what’s to come
in their opening races at the Indiana
Wesleyan Twilight Invitational this
past Friday.
The men’s team took home a thirdplace finish behind Bethel and Indiana Wesleyan, while the women’s
team battled to a victory, winning the
meet by seven points.
Despite the men’s team struggles
with sickness, the No. 11 Trojans were
still able to run their fastest time in
several years, with ten runners turning in lifetime PRs.
“2:11 was our overall team time
and we haven’t done that in a very

long time. We ran 2:12 at nationals
last year,” said head coach Lance
Vanderberg. “Overall, though, we
were missing our number two runner, and we had multiple guys who
were sick, so we were running kind
of depleted and that impacted our
team score.”
The No. 9 women’s team entered
the course returning four of their top
seven runners, and were able to post
several fast times. Their performance
has since lifted the women’s team to
a No. 8 ranking.
“Across the board from seniors to
freshmen we ran very well,” said head
coach Quinn White. “12 out of the 23
young ladies set personal bests.”
Junior Matt Hall and sophomore
Alex Berends both took advantage of
the fast course. While Hall crossed
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to end the match. The second overtime, however, favored Taylor as
sophomore Megan Kammer sent a
pass down field to an open Zaino.
After receiving the pass, Zaino dribbled her way into the box and fired
the game-winning shot past the goalkeeper to finally end the game at 2–1.
“I think we were all just relieved that
we didn’t have to play the whole 20
minutes of overtime and end up with
a tie,” Zaino said. “So I was very happy that I was able to help my team get
the win that we all deserved.”
Zaino has now scored three goals
in her last four games, while junior
Anna Miller posted four saves and received her third win in goal.
Taylor (3-2-1) will head to Ft. Wayne,
Indiana on Sept. 18th to face IPFW.
echo@taylor.edu
the finish line at second overall with
a personal best time of 25:14, Berends clocked in at 17:50, setting not
only personal and course records,
but finishing just one second off of
school record.
“I was pretty happy with it,” said
Hall. “I went out a little bit more conservatively just because it was the first
race. I had been feeling a little bit of
fatigue like the last two weeks from
a lot of training, but after the race it
gave me a lot of confidence.”
Berend’s first place finish on Saturday earned her the Crossroads
League Female Runner-of-the-Week
and the NAIA National Female Runner of the Week. This is the second

Women’s Golf
Schedule

9/24 Madonna Crusader Classic (A) 12:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Soccer
Schedule

9/18 IPFW (A) 7:00 P.M.
9/19 Lourdes (A) 7:00 P.M.
9/23 Madonna 4:30 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Tennis

Double overtime victory
Zaino’s goal lifts Trojans

8

FRIDAY

Schedule

9/18 ITA Regionals (A) TBA
9/19 ITA Regionals (A) TBA
9/22 Goshen (A) 4:00 P.M.
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Senior Courtney Selle moves the ball down field for the Trojans.

time Berends has been given the national award.
“We had good weather, we had a flat
course, so you don’t want to miss an opportunity like that to PR,” said Berends.

Both teams spike up again today at the Indiana Intercollegiate
in Terre Haute, Indiana. Races start
at 3:15 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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The Taylor women’s team storms from the start line at the IWU Invitational.

Athlete of the Week

Chris Robbins
Year

Junior

Hometown

Middlebury, Indiana

Position

3 singles, 2 doubles

Favorite quote

“You can catch flies with honey, but you can
catch more honeys being fly.” -Keegan Large

Funniest teammate

Alex Jung

Favorite pump up song

“Homegrown,” Zac Brown Band
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